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WELCOME

WELCOME
DENNIS BEISO – GENERAL SECRETARY, THE GIBRALTAR FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION

We extend a warm welcome the
players, staff and officials from
Georgia to Gibraltar.
It promises to be a tough match, but
once again – and with your
wonderful support behind us – we
are sure that the players will make
us proud.

Dear Supporter,
Welcome once again to the Victoria
Stadium and thank you for your
constant support.
The National Team is fresh from the
friendly match away to Kosovo in
Pristina and ready to take on
tonight’s challenge – a visit by
Georgia in our penultimate home
match as part of Group D in the
qualifiers for Euro 2020.

There are now just two matches left
for us in these European Qualifiers –
an away trip to Copenhagen to face
Denmark on November 15th before
we wrap up the campaign here at
the Victoria Stadium against
Switzerland three days later.
The months of October and
November are a very busy period for
our national teams, with the
National A Team in action four
times, our U21s hosting the
Netherlands and Belarus in
November, and both our U17s and
U19s participating in qualifiers in

Cyprus and Austria respectively.
Domestically, the National League
season is shaping up nicely, with the
First Round coming to a conclusion
in December before we split into the
Championship and Challenge
Groups in January.
We’ll also soon have news regarding
the development of the longawaited National Stadium as well as
the launch of our Official Supporters’
Club, so plenty to look forward to.
All that is yet to come – but tonight
let’s back our lads against Georgia.
Follow the Red and White!
Thank you for your valued support...
DENNIS BEISO
General Secretary,
Gibraltar Football Association
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HEAD COACH

JULIO

RIBAS

THE THOUGHTS OF THE HEAD COACH...
WELCOME to the Victoria Stadium
for tonight’s UEFA Euro 2020
Qualifier against Georgia.

that is unacceptable is not giving all for
the Gibraltar shirt, flag, badge and
people. Anything on the pitch that
doesn’t turn out exactly as we wanted
it to, we use as motivation for the next
time, so we don’t make the same
mistake in the next game.

It’s exactly one year on from our
historic achievement in last year’s
UEFA Nations League where we got
those two massive wins over Armenia
and Liechtenstein.
It has been a year full of joy and
continuous growth of the GFA’s project
around the National Team. The wins
came very quickly but they were
extremely welcomed. We have
developed a huge amount of young
talent and played the most mount of
youngsters of any country in the UEFA
Nations League.
The likes of Britto, Annesley, De Barr
(who was the youngest goalscorer in
the UEFA Nations League competition)
as well as others who have progressed
well on from their Under-21 learning
curve, such as Coleing, Jolley, Olivero,
Barnett and Coombes, all of whom
have seen time on the pitch recently.
Then there is the next crop of
youngsters who have joined us this

year, the likes of Ethan Llambias, Ethan
Santos, Ayoub El Hmidi, Jaydan
Parody, Dylan Peacock and Michael
Ruiz who have all been part of training
squads. Their time will come!
We don’t rule any player out, especially
youngsters, and we watch all of them
all the time to continuously assess
their development to see if they
demonstrate the values we want in
this Gibraltar Squad - passion, desire,
respect, sacrifice and hard work. We
pride ourselves in being every player’s
second family to prepare them as
footballers and as individuals in the
way they behave off-the-pitch.

If we fall we get up and go again. We
never give in learning from our
mistakes; that’s why we are so proud
of our players as they have become
warriors who will die for Gibraltar.
Tonight Georgia will be a tough
opponent; there is no doubt about
that! We have watched them and
studied them and we have played
each other already, so we know a lot
about them.
Once again our ‘Guerreros Gibraltanos’
will be up for the fight this evening in
front of our fans and together anything
is possible.
Thank you for your valued support.

There were many positives we can
take out of the Denmark and
Switzerland games. The only negative

Enjoy the game...
JULIO
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ROY CHIPOLINA
LET’S DO THE BUSINESS...

Welcome back to the Victoria
Stadium as our UEFA Euro 2020
qualifying campaign continues with
the visit of Georgia.

minute we ran the clock down,
frustrated them, defended as a team
and Kyle Goldwin made every save he
needed to.

We go into the game on the back of
two very tough games against
Denmark and Switzerland last month,
with both teams in FIFA’s top 15 World
rankings.

And then just three days later to come
from behind at home to beat
Liechtenstein, wow! Winning in front
of a stadium full of Gibraltarians, all
wearing their red and white with pride
and being part of it all with us. Ten
years ago I could have never even
dreamt of such moments. Looking
back it fills me with so much pride,
especially as Gibraltar’s captain.

However we can take a lot of positives
from both encounters; against the
Danes we were extremely unlucky to
concede two penalties. We played
very well in periods of the game and
perhaps were unfortunate with the
actual scoreline (not to say that
Denmark didn’t deserve the win). And
then in Sion, we thought we were
holding them well until the two goals
just before half-time knocked the
stuffing out of us.
Despite this we rallied at half-time and
with the exception of the 87th minute
fourth goal that we conceded, I
thought we reacted extremely well. It’s
these little moments and lapses of
concentration that really hurt you at
International level and this is what we
are constantly working hard on to
avoid.
The never-say-die attitude that Julio
has instilled in the players and the
squad as a whole is a massive positive.
We are a family now and we do
everything together as a group. The
passion and desire that we are

showing was missing under the
previous set-ups we have had in the
national team. We really feel the pride
of wearing the shirt and representing
all Gibraltarians.
It’s also extremely positive to see how
many youngsters we now have in the
squad and getting exposed to
International football at this level. This
bodes massively well for the future of
the national team.

Looking ahead to tonight’s game and
we need a good performance. If we
take care of that then the result will
come, I am sure. Georgia will be very
difficult opponents; they were a tough
team when we played them in Tbilisi in
June, but back home here at the
Victoria Stadium it’s totally different.

Can you believe that it is now 12
months since we beat Armenia and
Liechtenstein in what was such a
memorable and historic week for
football here in Gibraltar?

We are at home, on our pitch under
our Rock and in front of our fans. Julio
will have us thoroughly prepared, so it
will be up to us to go out there and do
the business.

It was such an amazing experience;
no-one expected us to get anything in
Armenia. The long trip to get there, the
hostile crowd, the fact that they had
multi-million pound footballers on the
pitch. Yet Julio’s plan worked perfectly.
Lee won the penalty, Joseph was
never going to miss and then we
defended for our lives, minute-by-

Finally I would like to thank you for all
your support as usual. Get behind us as
there will be moments in the game
when we will need your backing. We
will need you to lift us and drive us
forward and we hope to make you
proud of your national team!
ROY
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HISTORY MAKERS
Goldwin reflects on a golden week for Gibraltar football, a year on...

OCTOBER 2018 will be a month that
goes down in Gibraltarian footballing
history. On paper Gibraltar’s national
team were faced with two very
different fixtures at opposite ends of
Europe in the new UEFA Nations
League.
The first fixture was essentially a ‘free
hit’ for new Head Coach, Julio Ribas.
Away in Yerevan against an Armenia
side who were looking for goals in
front of an expectant home crowd.
When the wrong national anthem
played our over the Stadium’s PA
system, Gibraltar could have been
forgiven for thinking the footballing
gods would be against them on an
October evening in eastern Europe.
Captain, Roy Chipolina, immediately
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rallied the troops and with Ribas’
never-say-die attitude already having
an effect on Gibraltar the game began
to become more and more frustrating
for Armenia.
Kyle Goldwin was inspired in the
Gibraltar goal. Every single outfield
player was putting Ribas’ masterplan
into place expertly. At the half-time
interval Gibraltar had something to
build on, a 0-0 scoreline.
Early in the second half Lee Casciaro
broke free down the right and was
brought down in the penalty box. No
hesitation from the referee as he
pointed to the spot. Up stepped
Joseph Chipolina who drilled the
penalty in to the Armenian goal. 1-0
Gibraltar.

What followed was the longest halfan-hour in Gibraltarian football
history.
It was 30 minutes of hard work,
defensive discipline, sheer
determination and giving everything
for Gibraltar. And then the final
whistle went. Gibraltar had defied the
odds, defied belief and come away
from Armenia with a first competitive
win, a first competitive clean sheet in
a fixture that no-one expected
anything!
Three days later, back home at the
Victoria Stadium, there was a different
feeling. The sell-out crowd expected a
performance against Liechtenstein.
Buoyed on by the win in Yerevan,
Gibraltar were confident and

controlled the game. Despite this
they went in 1-0 down at half time.
The euphoria gone and reality was
settling in.
However this is not the reality that
Julio Ribas believes in. He sent his
team out fired up believing they
could overturn the scoreline, despite
Gibraltar never having scored twice
in an international fixture
Lee Casciaro was once again causing
havoc amongst the Liechtenstein
defence.
“When he glided down the right wing
and drilled in a cross, the Victoria
Stadium held its breath. Up rose
George Cabrera to meet Casciaro’s
cross perfectly and guided his header
home to equalise.
By this stage Gibraltar were totally
dominant; Liam Walker’s left foot was
creating chaos for the visitors.
Joseph Chipolina got his head on to
a Walker corner kick, the Gibraltar
defender, head and shoulders above
the Liechtenstein defence made no
mistake. 2-1 Gibraltar.
Two wins in a week, six points and
Gibraltar were the talk of European
football. One of the heroes of last

October, Kyle Goldwin reflects on
what was a crazy week.
“I can’t quite believe that it has
already been a year,” he admitted.
“During the match in Yerevan it was
business as usual really; I was
focused and trying my best to help
my team-mates achieve a historical
win.
“As the time kept ticking away you
start to get the feeling of we are onto
something big here and boy how big
it was! What a moment for football in
Gibraltar! I was immensely proud to
be a part of it.
“When that final whistle went it was a
moment full of emotions which is
very hard to describe. Having waited
so long for my chance and then
being part of the team which, not
only got the first three official points,
but to do it away from home and
also keep a clean sheet, it was the
stuff that dreams are made of.
“I was kept busy during that game
but it's what I’m there for at the end
of the day. I can still recall most of the
saves and I think I will remember that
game for the rest of my life if I’m
honest.

It gives me chills just thinking about
it. We had little time to celebrate,
though, because we were back in
action three days later with a home
game against Liechtenstein.
“It was a game that we all believed
we could win, especially with morale
and confidence through the roof.
“Although we went a goal down,
there was a feeling of ‘we’re going to
win this’ running through the squad
and we did just that. Having our 12th
man in the stands, the packed out
stadium, definitely helped and we
were so happy that we could give
our fans something special back
home.”
A year on and we’re preparing to face
a Georgia side that gave us a tough
away game in June.
“We are definitely expecting another
tricky one tonight, as it was in Tbilisi,
but we have proven that we can
compete against bigger nations, as
we did against the likes of Ireland.
“If we are on top of our game and
stay concentrated we can cause any
team problems and with the help of
our home supporters anything is
possible.”
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UEFA EURO 2020

Qualifying groups
single-leg semi-finals and a one-off final
(entirely specific to the EURO) in March
2020. The winner of each of these four
one-off finals gets a ticket to UEFA EURO
2020.

Group A: England, Czech Republic,
Bulgaria, Montenegro, Kosovo
Group B: Portugal, Ukraine, Serbia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg
Group C: Netherlands, Germany,
Northern Ireland, Estonia, Belarus
Group D: Switzerland, Denmark,
Republic of Ireland, Georgia, Gibraltar
Group E: Croatia, Wales, Slovakia,
Hungary, Azerbaijan
Group F: Spain, Sweden, Norway,
Romania, Faroe Islands, Malta
Group G: Poland, Austria, Israel,
Slovenia, FYR Macedonia, Latvia
Group H: France, Iceland, Turkey,
Albania, Moldova, Andorra
Group I: Belgium, Russia, Scotland,
Cyprus, Kazakhstan, San Marino
Group J: Italy, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Finland, Greece, Armenia, Liechtenstein
How will qualifying work?

In theory, the play-offs are contested by
the four winners of the quartet of groups
that form each of the four Leagues.
However, if a UEFA Nations League group
winner has already qualified via the
European Qualifiers, their spot goes to
the next best-ranked team in their
League.
If a League does not have four teams to
compete (say, for example, ten of the 12
League A teams qualify automatically),
the remaining slots are allocated to sides
from another League in accordance with
the overall rankings.
How did the draw work?
The teams were split into seven pots; the
UEFA Nations League pot, consisting of
the four teams set to compete in this
year's Finals, as well as Pots 1 to 6. The
four countries in the UEFA Nations
League pot – Switzerland, Portugal,
Netherlands and England – were drawn
into the first position in Groups A to D to
ensure they each have two dates free for
the Finals in June 2019.
The pots were determined by the overall
UEFA Nations League rankings issued on
21 November 2018.

How do the play-offs fit in?

The six teams in Pot 1 were drawn into
the first position in Groups E to J. The ten
teams in Pot 2 were drawn into second
positions in the ten groups, with the draw
continuing in similar style for Pots 3, 4
and 5 to fill positions 3, 4 and 5
respectively. The teams in Pot 6 were
then drawn into the sixth position in the
six-team Groups F to J.

Each separate League (A, B, C and D) in
the UEFA Nations League has been
allocated one UEFA EURO 2020 place.
Four sides from each League will contest

There were various other restrictions
regarding host nations, prohibited team
clashes, winter venues and excessive
travel implemented around the draw.

Simple; every team in a group plays each
other twice, with the top two in each
section qualifying automatically for the
finals. That's 20 of the 24 finals places
taken care of, with a further four filled via
the play-offs.
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MATCHDAY ONE
Saturday 23 March
Georgia v Switzerland
Gibraltar v Republic of Ireland

0-2
0-1

MATCHDAY TWO
Tuesday 26 March
Switzerland v Denmark
Republic of Ireland v Georgia

3-3
1-0

MATCHDAY THREE
Friday 7 June
Georgia v Gibraltar
3-0
Denmark v Republic of Ireland 1-1
MATCHDAY FOUR
Monday 10 June
Denmark v Georgia
Republic of Ireland v Gibraltar

5-1
2-0

MATCHDAY FIVE
Thursday 5 September
Republic of Ireland v Switzerland 1-1
Gibraltar v Denmark
0-6
MATCHDAY SIX
Sunday 8 September
Switzerland v Gibraltar
Georgia v Denmark

4-0
0-0

MATCHDAY SEVEN
Saturday 12 October
Georgia v Republic of Ireland
Denmark v Switzerland
MATCHDAY EIGHT
Tuesday 15 October
Switzerland v Republic of Ireland
Gibraltar v Georgia
MATCHDAY NINE
Friday 15 November
Switzerland v Georgia
Denmark v Gibraltar
MATCHDAY TEN
Monday 18 November
Gibraltar v Switzerland
Republic of Ireland v Denmark
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FANS VIEW
PROGRESS IS BEING MADE

THE LAST International break was
undoubtedly a hard couple of days for
the national squad – up against
probably the two best teams in the
group from what I’ve seen of this
qualifying campaign, and the results
did show that in the end.
While Gib didn’t necessarily get the rub
of the green in either game – some of
the decisions that went against them
against Denmark were unbelievable,
while against Switzerland a
combination of injury to Dayle Coleing
and some unfortunate individual
mistakes cost the team – there was
enough to be seen from especially the
game in Sion, which I was fortunate
enough to go to, to see that we can
put in another good performance
tonight against Georgia.
By the time you are reading this, we
will have placed Kosovo in the
international friendly match last week,
and hopefully the team can take that
performance and use it as a
springboard for tonight’s game,
whatever the final score ended up in
Prishtina. Make no mistake, though,
Georgia are a tough team – four years
ago the team played the same

similar level to us to play against, and
this group has proven to be a very
even and tough group – Georgia took
points off Denmark last time out which
shows that all of Gib’s opponents are of
good to great calibre.
opponent, with some Gib fans
expecting a result, only to see the team
lose to a very solid, well-organised
outfit.
The reverse fixture in Tbilisi earlier this
year was a tough game as well, and
although only a great save from a Liam
Walker free-kick stopped Gib going
into the break level, Georgia showed
their class in the end.
Tonight though, with what is hopefully
a capacity crowd, and the advantages
the Victoria Stadium brings, we can
play with a confidence that may lead
to a positive performance, and
hopefully result if possible.
In truth, Gib were unfortunate not to
be drawn into a six-team group, as that
would have seen another team of a

On another note, it is good to see Lee
Casciaro back in the international
squad after suffering an injury against
Ireland in March – the attacker still
offers a lot to the side especially off the
pitch, with his experience being vital in
what is becoming a very youthful
national team.
Finally, whatever the result may be
tonight, and in November as well for
the final qualifiers, I personally feel that
there have been good signs of progress
compared to the qualifiers for the 2018
World Cup – the trick is putting in
these signs into one 90 minute
performance – get that right tonight
and we could be in for an historic
night.
WORDS: Dan Griffin.
IMAGES: Neil Wilson.
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on the pitch
GIBRALTAR

PLD SUB

GEORGIA

PLD SUB

GOALKEEPERS:
DAYLE COLEING
MATT CAFER
KYLE GOLDWIN

EUROPA FC
FCB MAGPIES
LINCOLN RED IMPS FC

DEFENDERS:
ERIN BARNETT
ETHAN BRITTO
JOSEPH CHIPOLINA
ROY CHIPOLINA
ETHAN JOLLEY
JEAN- CARLOS GARCIA
AYMEN MOUELHI
JAYCE OLIVERO
BRAD POWER
ETHAN SANTOS
JACK SERGEANT

FC BOCA (GIB)
LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
EUROPA FC
FCB MAGPIES
ST JOSEPH'S FC
EUROPA FC
LYNX FC
MONS CALPE SC
EUROPA FC

MIDFIELDERS:
ANTHONY HERNANDEZ
ALAIN PONS
LIAM WALKER
MOHAMED BADR
ANDREW HERNANDEZ

LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
ST JOSEPH'S FC
EUROPA FC
LYNX FC
ST JOSEPHS FC

FORWARDS:
LEE CASCIARO
JAMIE COOMBES
TJAY DE BARR
REECE STYCHE

LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
REAL OVIEDO FC
HEREFORD FC

GOALKEEPERS:
GIORGI LORIA
GIORGI MAKARIDZE
LAZAR KUPATADZE

ANORTHOSIS FAMAGUSTA
VITTORIA SETUBAL
FC SABURTALO

DEFENDERS:
OTAR KAKABADZE
GURAM KASHIA
SOLOMON KVERKVELIA
DAVID KHOCHOLAVA
GIA GRIGALULA
JIMMY TABIDZE
GIORGI NAVALOVSKI

FC LUCERNE
SAN JOSE EARTHQUAKES
LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW
SHAKHTAR DONETSK
ARSENAL TULA
FK UFA
DINAMO BATUMI

MIDFIELDERS:
JABA KANKAVA
OTAR KITEISHVILI
VAKO GVILIA
SABA LOBZHANIDZE
VAKHTANG CHANTURISHVILI
GIORGI ABURJANDIA
JANO ANANIDZE
TORNIKE OKRIASHVILI
MURTAZ DAUSHVILI
LEVAN SHENGELIA
GIORGI KHARAISHVILI
VALERI KAZAISHVILI

TOBOL KOSTANAY
SK STURM GRAZ
LEGIA WARSZAWA
RANDERS
FC FASTAV ZLIN
FC TWENTE ENSCHEDE
SPARTAK MOSCOW
ANORTHOSIS FAMAGUSTA
ANORTHOSIS FAMAGUSTA
KONYASPOR
IFK GOTHENBURG
SAN JOSE EARTHQUAKES

FORWARDS:
GIORGI QUILITAIA
ELGUJA LOBJANIDZE

KAA GENT
FK TARAZ
Referee TBA
Assistant Referee 1 TBA
Assistant Referee 2 TBA
Fourth Official TBA
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GEORGIA: MAKING THEIR MARK

georgia
MAT GUY LOOKS AT THE PROGRESSION OF THE GEORGIAN NATIONAL TEAM...
LIKE many former Soviet Union
nations, the Georgian national team
didn’t exist until the early 1990s,
when an inaugural match against
Lithuania in May 1990 pre-empted
official independence in April 1991.

Shota Arveladze

In 2015 Kobiashvili became
president of the Georgian Football
Federation.

A first competitive match came in
September of 1994, with a 1-0 defeat
to Moldova in Euro ‘96 qualifying.
They have never qualified for a
tournament finals, however, winning
their UEFA Nations League group in
2018 means they are in with a shout
to make Euro 2020 via the play-offs.
Currently 94th in the FIFA World
18

appearances for the likes of Freiburg,
Schalke 04, and Hertha Berlin.

Rankings, Georgia has just the one
centurion amongst its players. Levan
Kobiashvili (pictured) managed 12
goals in his 100 caps between 1996
and 2011, complimenting an
impressive career in Germany
where he made more than 400

Georgia’s greatest ever goalscorer is
Shota Arveladze, who notched up
26 strikes in 61 appearances, along
with a club career littered with
trophies at Ajax, Rangers, and
Trabzonspor.
Arveladze (pictured), like so many of
Georgia’s best players came up
through the ranks at Dinamo Tblisi.

Levan Kobiashvili

One of the Soviet Union’s most
prominent clubs, Dinamo won the
Cup Winners’ Cup in 1981 – the only
team from Georgia to ever win a
continental title.

Jaba Kankava

They were also never relegated from
the top-flight of Soviet football in
their 60-plus year stay, transferring
that dominance into the fledgling
Georgian League after
independence.
To date Dinamo Tblisi have won 16
Georgian League titles and 13
domestic cups.
Ironically, despite such history, there
were no players representing the
nation’s biggest team in the recent
squad that held Denmark to a
goalless draw in September.
Instead, the current national team
squad are scattered far and wide,
from San Jose Earthquakes in the
MLS, to Anorthorsis Famagusta in
Cyprus, via Kazakhstan where team
captain, Jaba Kankava (pictured),
plies his trade for Tobol. Valerian

Gvilia, Giorgi Papunashvili, and Vato
Arveladze, who all scored in
Gibraltar’s defeat in June play for
Legia Warsaw, Zaragoza, and Korona
Kielce (from Poland) respectively.

draw against Denmark and victory
over Gibraltar (pictured). A 5-1 loss
to Denmark in Copenhagen being
the only blot on the Georgian
qualifying record.

Narrow defeats to the Republic of
Ireland and Switzerland in these
Euro 2020 qualifiers have been
complimented by that hard-earned

Turn those results around against
Ireland and the Swiss next month
and Georgia may not even need the
UEFA Nations League play-offs!
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GFA REFEREES

GFA

REFEREES

MAKING OUR MARK ON THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE...
THERE was extra reason to celebrate
on Gibraltar National Day last month
for four of our top match officials.
Jason Barcelo was the man in the
middle for a UEFA Under-21 European
Qualifier between North Macedonia
and the Faroe Islands in Skopje and he
was ably assisted by Andrew Parody,
Daniel Gomez and Patrick Canepa,
who was fourth official.Pictured here
we see the quartet before the game.
International refereeing is becoming a
regular feature now for Gibraltar’s
Match Officials, who are led by Jason
Barcelo, Gibraltar’s only currently FIFAListed referee.
The Gibraltar FA’s Referees Manager,
Adrian Bacarisa, is constantly striving
to improve and develop referees and
match officials across all levels in
Gibraltar with an intensive training and
development programme that is
ongoing and constantly updated and
improved based on new techniques,
training methods and, importantly,
fitness regimes recommended and
required by both FIFA and UEFA.
Meanwhile Italian Sportswear brand,

LEGEA, who are the Gibraltar FA's
official Technical Sponsor and Kit
Manufacturers, have strengthened
their relationship with the GFA by
becoming official Kit Suppliers to all of
Gibraltar's Referees.

Are you interested in becoming a
referee? Give us a call on 20042941 or
email: adrian.bacarisa@gibraltarfa.com

"We are proud that LEGEA has chosen
to become our Referees Kit supplier on
a multi-year deal,” said GFA Refereeing
Manager, Adrian Bacarisa. “We have a
great mutual relationship and we look
forward to seeing this grow over the
next few years in which all of our
match officials will be getting quality
refereeing kit to officiate in.”
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WOMEN’S FUTSAL
TANGIER TRAINING CAMP...

THE GIBRALTAR Women’s Futsal
squad took part in a training camp
in Tangier earlier this month.
The squad, led by coach Gayle
Langtry and assistant Jamie Bosio,
played two matches against Ittihad de
Tanger.
Despite a good performance, the first
match ended 3-1 to Ittihad de Tanger
but the team bounced back to win
the second game 6-3 with goals from
Shania Robba (2), Reighann Olivero,
Tiana Borrell, Paula Costa and Joelle
Gilbert.
“Although unfortunately we lost the
first game it was a tight encounter
which showed glimpses of real
promise,” said Head coach, Gayle
Langtry, on reflection. “The ladies put
in a great shift in the second game to
come back with a win. The game
showcased some beautiful play and
our women really stepped it up and
played with the passion and pride
they have within themselves for the
sport and for their country.”
The squad will now prepare to play
Northern Ireland later in the season
while domestically attention now
turns to the Women’s 11-a-side
League, which starts on Wednesday,
October 16th.
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GIBRALTAR 0 DENMARK 6
MATCHDAY 5
DATE: 05.09.2019
VENUE: Victoria Stadium
GIBRALTAR: Coleing, J. Chipolina, Segeant
(Jolley 83), Annesley (Barnett 46), Walker,
Olivero, R. Chipolina, Andy Hernandez,
Anthony Hernandez, De Barr, Britto (Pons
46). Subs not used: Goldwin, Cafer, Garcia,
Buhagiar, Pusey, Styche, Mouelhi,
Coombes, Power,
BOOKINGS: Andy Hernandez.
GOALS: DENMARK: Schmeichel, Kjaer (Jorgensen
63), Christensen, Skov, Delaney (Schone 77),
Gytkjaer, Eriksen, Larsen, Wass, Poulsen
(Braithwaite 63), Hojbjerg. Subs not used:
Hansen, Iversen, Christiansen, Andersen,
Knudsen, Dolberg, Dalsgaard, Lerager,
Billing.
BOOKINGS: Kjaer.
GOALS: Skov (6), Eriksen pen 34, pen 50),
Delaney (69), Gytkjaer (73, 78).
PHOTOS: Ian Martinez/GFA.
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SWITZERLAND 4 GIBRALTAR 0
MATCHDAY 6
DATE: 08.09.2019
VENUE: Stade de Tourbillon
SWITZERLAND: Sommer, Elvedi, Embolo
(Gavranovic 55), Xhaka (Vargas 74), Araya,
Ajeti, Lado,Mehmedi, Ribeiro, Schar, Benito
(Steffen 65). Subs not used: Omlin,
Nganoma, Mbab, Moubandje, Widmer,
Freuler, Comert, Fassnacht.
BOOKINGS: GOALS: Lado (37), Mehmedi (43), Araya
(45+4), Gavranovic (87).
GIBRALTAR: Coleing (Goldwin 25), J.
Chipolina, Sergeant, Annesley, Walker,
Olivero, R. Chipolina, Andy Hernandez
(Coombes 58), Anthony Hernandez, De
Barr, Britto (Pons 67). Subs not used: Cafer,
Garcia, Jolley, Buhagiar, Pusey, Styche,
Barnett, Mouelhi, Power.
BOOKINGS: J. Chipolina.
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2019

UEFA grassroots week

OUR ANNUAL Grassroots Football Week took place earlier this month with a whole
host of events for all ages and abilities.
It formed part of UEFA’s Europe-wide initiative and showcased the fantastic footballing
opportunities that we have here on The Rock thanks to the hard work and dedication of
the GFA staff.
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LEAGUE REVIEW
GIBRALTAR NATIONAL LEAGUE REVIEW: ONE LEAGUE, ONE PASSION
SINCE the last International break, the
Gibraltar National League has, as
always, been an entertaining affair,
with big wins, surprise upsets, and a
big managerial departure among the
highlights of the last four weeks of
domestic football.
A surprise name tops the table, albeit
having played a game more than their
nearest rivals – Lynx FC have won four
and drawn one of their five games this
season under Albert Parody.
After drawing 0-0 to Lions in the first
match after the last break, they won
the following two against Boca and
Bruno’s Magpies, 3-1 and 2-0
respectively, to ensure that they go
into these Internationals three points
clear of St. Joseph’s and Europa.
Both those teams played in arguably
the most entertaining match of the
season – Europa snatched a 2-2 draw
28

Last season’s champions Lincoln Red
Imps bounced back from the opening
day defeat against Europa by winning
their next three in a row, scoring 24
goals in the process.

by scoring twice in the dying minutes
of the game, including a late penalty
from Gibraltar International Liam
Walker after Europa’s ‘keeper Javi
Munoz had won a penalty for his side.
The two sides, who are expected to be
among the title chasers, won their
other game in this period too to
ensure that they give themselves a
good platform as we reach nearly halfway through the opening round of the
season.

Most notably, one of their attacking
players, Sergio Molina, scored a hattrick in each of those three games,
which unsurprisingly puts him top of
the goalscorer charts – a great
achievement for the former Real
Balompedica Linense man.
Lincoln now sit fourth, one point
behind their expected main title rivals
Europa and St Joseph’s, and four
behind Lynx.
Bruno’s Magpies had started the
season with three wins from the
opening three games of the season,
and things were looking very positive
for David Wilson and his side.

However, the last few weeks have seen things
unravel for last season’s Second Division
champions.
A 6-0 defeat against Europa was followed by a 2-0
defeat at the hands of League leaders, Lynx, and the
side went into the international break fifth in the
league, which seemed a reasonable enough
position for the side.
However, they surprised everyone by announcing
that they were departing with Wilson, who had
been at the club for three years and had overseen
the club’s progression into what should be a top
half National League side.
Mons Calpe continue to blow hot-and-cold in
recent games, and due to some of the quirks with
the fixture calendar this season, have now played
more games than any other side. After a 5-0 win
against Glacis, they followed it up with two 1-1
draws against Boca and Lions, who managed to
frustrate Loren’s side. They then proceeded to lose
the last game before the International break – a 2-0
reversal against a Europa Point side who before the
match had failed to score a single goal all season.
Mons are one of the sides who, depending on how
the League does split after the first round, could
find themselves in a battle to stay in the top half,
and therefore a chance of greater accomplishments
come the end of the season.
Looking at the bottom half of the table, just two
points currently separate seventh from 11th,
although again not all the teams have played equal
amounts of matches due to the amount of teams
who withdrew from the initial setup.
Manchester 62, for example, have played only three
games so far this season, compared to, say, Mons
with six, but Jeff Wood’s side did record their first
three points of the season in a 3-0 win against
basement side College 1975, and continue to win
plaudits for their commitment to playing local
players in great numbers.
The likes of Lions, Boca and Glacis, currently in the
bottom half, are now proving harder to beat for
most of the teams in the division, and are a good
example of the lower echelons of the table
tightening up in recent weeks – only College 1975
have yet to pick up points this season, and even
they showed glimmers of promise in their defeat to
Magpies.
All in all, there’s a lot to look forward to in the
coming weeks, so make sure to get down to the
Stadium for a domestic game – the fixtures can be
found on the Gibraltar FA website - gibraltarfa.com.
WORDS: footballgibraltar.com
PHOTOS: Neil Wilson
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STEFAN BORGE

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT

punching above our weight on the
global scale.
To the here and now and on our
minds this evening, Georgia. The one
fixture many would have earmarked as
our best chance of points when the
groups were first announced. This will
be our fourth competitive meeting in
the space of five years with Georgia
and although we’ve failed to score and
lost all three previous matches against
them, there is always hope that this
time it could be different.

TOMORROW marks a year to the day
of one of the most memorable
moments in Gibraltarian football
history, when we backed up an historic
victory in Armenia with all three points
against Liechtenstein right here at the
Victoria Stadium, all in the space of a
few days.
The euphoria was palpable, the
atmosphere was electric, the players
were heroes… our heroes. Those
memories will never fade and despite
what’s been a winless 12 months since,
they certainly have in no way been
tarnished.
We obviously need to be realistic with
our aims; performances against the big
nations have improved no end from
those four years ago. A 6-0 defeat to
Denmark last month, the 14th ranked
nation in the world, was by no means
an embarrassment, in fact I’m not only
saying this because I’m biased (okay,
very biased), 6-0 flattered them greatly,
a couple of questionable calls by the
referee and a late flurry of goals putting

that extra gloss on the scoreline from a
Danish perspective.
There were certainly impressive
passages of possession from our side
and reasons for positivity, on another
day we may have even had a goal with
a couple of very good chances that
went begging.
A 4-0 away defeat in Switzerland was
again in reality a very respectable result
against top players from Europe’s top
leagues.
The future looks bright, emphasised by
some great performances being put in
by our youth sides; the under-21s and,
of course, the under-19s who have
recently returned from a tournament
in Asia where they beat Hong Kong
and only narrowly lost to Myanmar
and Chinese Tapei by a solitary goal on
both occasions.
When you consider the fact that those
nations have 23 million and 53 million
more people than us respectively, it
shows exactly how far we’re actually

We’re on home soil, we have a full
home support, we have a pitch we’re
accustomed to playing on. Plenty of
variables they’ve never had to contend
with in their three previous meetings
with us, certainly enough reason to go
into the game with a positive mindset.
That being said, confidence in their
camp will be high, having got a brilliant
point at home to Denmark last month.
We should be under no illusions this
won’t be easy, but after some of the
sides we’ve come up against recently,
this should be somewhat of a reprieve.
A match where we’ll be able to enjoy a
bit more of the ball, offer a bit more
going forward and our players should
have a bit more freedom on the pitch.
Fingers crossed I don’t have to reach
for the microphone and say ‘that’s a
goal for Georgia’ too many times this
evening (and not only because their
surnames are extremely difficult to
pronounce).
Let’s see if we can rekindle those
wonderful memories from a year ago
and use that to inspire us to victory
once again… go Gibraltar!
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